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Introduction
In several industries, remanufacturing has become an important complement to the

production process. Operations researchers have realized this phenomenon and a new

stream of research has been developed, covering both operational and strategic issues of

remanufacturing.

The remanufacturing process changes with the stage in the life cycle of the product.

Early in the life cycle, the amount of returns available for disassembly and repair is not

sufficient to feed the assembly line with all parts that are necessary, and the process

requires the use of new parts. Later in the life cycle, there is a balance between the

number of returns and the assembly line needs. When the product is closer to retirement,

the supply of used machines for remanufacturing tends to be larger but the outcome of

the repair process tends to be less favorable.

One of the constraints that differentiate remanufacturing from other types of production

is the coordination between two supply functions: the supply of new parts, usually

procured from an outside supplier, and the supply of used parts, repaired internally. In a

typical remanufacturing site, a job shop is responsible for the disassembly of used

machines to obtain parts that will be repaired, cleaned, tuned, polished, painted, tested or

whatever operation is necessary to make it perform and look like new. The coordination

challenge increases with the yield uncertainty of the disassembled machines. The less we

know about the outcome of the repair process, the harder it will be to coordinate the

procurement of new parts and the disassembly of used machines for parts recovery.

Hence, the knowledge about the repair outcome is a valuable asset but, how much is it

really worth? Intuitively, this value is higher when we acquire and use the information in

the decision making process.

This paper deals with value of information in the remanufacturing site. We compare

different scenarios where knowledge acquisition happens at different times in the

process, gaining insights about the importance of information systems in this

environment.
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Related Literature

There is a stream of literature in remanufacturing regarding its environmental relevance.

Corbett and Van Wassenhove (1993) discussed the corporate environmental

responsibility suggesting how to analyze environmental programs from an operations

management perspective. They use Wood's framework for analyzing Corporate Social

Performance to show how the firm can choose an environmentally conscious behavior

that will fit its long-term goals. They bring about a set of analogies between

environmental programs and existing operations management concepts shedding light

over the contributions that operations management can bring to environmental

management. Through their contribution, one can realize that remanufacturing can be an

efficient environmental program not just as a cost-effective mean to reduce waste but as

an integral part of the firm's manufacturing and marketing strategy. In the same lines,

Bloemhof-Ruwaard et al. (1994) developed an integration between the environmental

chain and the supply chain. They suggest that operations research will be able to provide

with methods to evaluate and improve environmental management through appropriate

internalization of environmental constraints and adaptation of its original models. In a

preliminary study of product recovery management, Ferrer (1994) presents a literature

review describing the remanufacturing and recycling efforts performed with a variety of

products including automobiles, photocopiers, electronic goods and other items.

Several analytical works have dealt with reverse logistic issues, as encountered in a

remanufacturing facility, many of them inspired by bottle refill plants or by planned repair

instances. Salomon et al. (1994) present what is probably the first analytical study

specific for a remanufacturing facility. They develop two models: the first one is a

steady-state analysis of a continuous review policy of a remanufacturing facility with no

planned disposal, assuming Poisson arrival of used parts, exponential inspection and

exponential repair times. The results are obtained with the use of simulation. Their

second model allows for planned disposal, for which the continuous review parameters

are obtained by approximation. Both models are based on a zero lead-time of procured

parts for a single-part production process.
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The problem we will discuss requires the determination of optimal lot-size policies for

each scenario analyzed. The interested reader should check the literature review by

Yano and Lee (1995) about lot-size determination when yield is random.

The Value of Perfect Information In Remanufacturing

Our objective is to determine the value of perfect information about the yield of the parts

recovery process. We are modeling a one-period decision for a single part which has to

be supplied to the assembly line. The availability of information will affect the decision

making process in different ways, depending when and how this information is acquired.

In. order to analyze it, we have the following assumptions:

Assumptions:

1. There are two possible sources for the part: from an outside (perfectly reliable)

supplier, and from the part's recovery process which employs the used machines as

the main source of materials.

2. The part's recovery process has some yield whose probability distribution is perfectly

known.

3. Procurement lead-time is longer than the time required for disassembly and repair.

4. Each disassembly entails a fixed cost.

5. Parts which were disassembled but were not repaired and delivered to the assembly

line will pay a linear holding cost.

6. Demand that is not satisfied will pay a shortage cost corresponding to the profit

foregone by the assembly line because of insufficient supply of parts.

Notation:

C: remanufacturing cost per period

D: demand per period

N:	 number of machines disassembled (a decision variable)

x: number of parts procured outside (a decision variable)

Y:	 reclaim yield, a stochastic variable

y: actual reclaim yield, a fraction between 0 and 1
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F(y): probability that Y 5_ y, a distribution function

r: repair cost per part

p:	 new part procurement cost

k:	 fixed cost per disassembled machine

h:	 holding cost per part, per period

s: shortage cost per machine that is not delivered

We are going to analyze four scenarios, corresponding to different process capabilities or

strategies. We describe these scenarios below:

The Hard Way: information comes late

Here we assume that the manager has make all decisions without precise

information of the parts recovery yield: All he knows is distribution of the yield.

He procures x new parts, disassembles N used machines, repairs the used parts

coming from disassembly before he finally realizes the actual yield. The yield

information comes so late that it cannot be used. This is our base case, which

corresponds to the reality of some remanufacturing plants that we have visited.

The Value of Learning while Working: disassembly builds reparability knowledge

In this case we assume that the disassembly operation is a source of information:

The manager procures x parts and disassembles N machines based on the yield

distribution. However, during disassembly he builds perfect knowledge about the

parts that can be repaired. Hence, only those will remain in the process.

The Value of Speed: lead-time of procured parts is short

Here we relax the assumption that the lead-time for procured part is very long:

The manager decides on the number of machines N he will disassemble, he

repairs the parts coming from them and finally, if he is short, he places an order

for the x parts still missing.

The Value of Information: actual yield is known

Finally, we have the situation with high information. The manager knows

precisely the proportion of the machines which have parts that can be repaired.
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He decides how many of them he will disassemble (N) and the number of parts x

he will buy from outside.

We will use the optimal policies for each of the situations above as their respective

benchmarks. We will draw from a probability distribution a value of yield and we will

compare the operational cost in each of the four scenarios. As it is usually true, having

the information will reduces the operational cost.

The General Cost Function:

In order to be able to compare the scenarios, we use the following functional form:

C(N, x, y) L P(x) + K(N) + R(N, x, y) + FI(N, x, y) + S(N, x, y)

Under this form we represented the four scenarios and described their optimal policies

assuming "reasonable" conditions2.

The Hard Way: information comes late

That scenario is clearly represented by this sequence of events:

1. order x
2. disassemble N machines
3. repair min{(D - x)/y, N) parts
4. learn yield y (too late for rush orders)
5. receive x
6. deliver min(D, x + Ny)
7. pay holding cost h(N-(D - x)/y) + +

shortage cost s(D - x - Ny)+

r+k	 f 2	 These conditions are s, p, k, r, h > 0; s >  _	
p

s > p and 	 >	
)i dF(y 

	

Y	 r – h (9 y

Otherwise, remanufacturing is not a reasonable solution in some of these scenarios, at any yield.
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Cost Function Cl:

Having in mind the general cost function, the expression below represents the cost per

period observed in this scenario for each choice of the variables N and x, given a

realization of the yield, y:

C I (N,x,y) = px + IN + r min{ D-x ,N} + h(N D - 1+ + so3 - x - Nyr
Y	 Y

Once the machines have been disassembled, the parts are repaired until one of two things

happen: the demand has been satisfied and the crate contains all D - x parts needed or,

all parts available have been repaired and the manager will have to face shortage cost.

Problem 1 is the optimal choice of N and x, as follows:

minEyCI(NT,x,Y)
N,x

We can find the optimal policy by defining the expected value of the cost function and

finding its minimum.

D-x 1 D - x
E y C 1 (N, x, Y) = px + kN + r{ilsi- NdF(y) + JD_„ 	 dF(y)}

	

Jo	 7:1	 Y
D-xri

+hi p_ x (li D xjdF(y) + sf N (:0 - x - Ny)dF(y)
0

N	 Y

Hence,

D-x	 D-x
Xi =k+r f N dF(y) + FIS1 -x dF(y) - 4 N ydF(y)
aN	 JO	 0

N
D-x

= k + h + (r - h)F(
D-x

 sf N ydF(y)
N	 °

ac l
= p - (r - h).113-x

1 dF(y) 
sF

(D - x)

N	 N y	 N )

The function is convex.

P1
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The First-Order Conditions:

Here the first order conditions cannot be applied automatically, since x and N are linked

in both first derivative expressions. Each expression will be zeroed for different ratios (D

- x)/N. Let YNI and Y. 1 be the ratios that solve the first-order condition in N and x,

respectively. The first-order conditions require that they satisfy:

1 dF(y)ryNi
si ydF(y) – (k + h) 	 p – (r – Of

Y„ i y
F(YN1) = °and F(Y,(1 ) =

r – h	 s

Policy for Problem P1:

If YNI and Y,.1 coincide, the optimal policy is to choose any pair (N, x) satisfying these

ratios. However, YNI and Y. 1 do not coincide in general. The following policy is

optimal:

{

YN1 < Yxl	 N* = ID/YNI

YN1 > Yx1	 N* = 0

x
* 

= 0

x = D

The proof is simple, if we make use of the function's convexity. Here is a sketch: the

two ratios graph as two line segments open at N = 0 and x = D, where their limits

intersect. When we graph the gradient components at each of the ratios, we perceive that

if YN1 < Yxl, cost decreases if we reduce x to zero. Having fixed x, N* = D/Ym is the

minimizer. If YN1 > Yxi, cost decreases when N goes to zero. Having fixed N, x* = D is

the minimizer.

With this policy, we commit the whole supply to the part's recovery plant or to the

outside supplier of new parts, regardless of the actual yield.

Expected Value of Cost Function C1:

If YN1 < Yxl, the expected value of the cost function becomes:
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# machines to
disassemble

/

yN , 1 Ap v) ± f 1 —1 dF(y)}) kD rD{f _____u..(,	
y

E y C I(Ns , x* , Y) = -----yN1 4-	 o YN1	 YN1
 1

+101 1 (-1— 1-)dF(y)+ sDrn (1 Y jdF(y)
YN1 YN1 Y	 °	 YN1

= D{k+h +F(yNi) r—h
+s]+(r h)r

1 dF(y) FYN! Y dF(y)}
YN JYN

sj
0

YN 1 1 1 y yN1

Which simplifies to

ri dF(y)}
E y Ci(N*,x*,Y) = D{sF(YNi ) + (r — h)jyN I y 

rYN
sj ydF(y)— (k + h)

where YN1 is the unique solution to the equation F(YN1 ) =

	

	
r — h

However, if YN1 > Yth the expected cost takes the simpler form:

EY C 1 (N * ,x * ,Y) = pD

The Value of Learning while Working: operation builds

reparability knowledge

This scenario is clearly represented by the following sequence of events:

1. order x
2. disassemble N machines, identify good parts
3. learn yield y
4. repair min{D - x, Ny} parts, pre-identified
5. receive x
6. deliver min(D, x + Ny)
7. pay holding cost h(Ny + x - D)+ + shortage cost s(D - x

- Ny)+

choice of parts
to repair

Cost Function C2:

In this case, the cost function is slightly different from the previous case to account for

the "smarter" repair procedure, given that only parts that can be repaired will remain in

the process:
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C 2 (N, x, y) = px + IN + r min{D — x, Ny) + h(Ny + x — Dr + 413 — x — Nyr

At the time we decide the number of machines to disassemble, or the number of new

parts to buy outside, we don't have the yield information yet. Hence, we must devise a

policy that simultaneously chooses the number of machines N and the number of parts x

that will minimize the expected value of the cost function with respect to the yield y, as

described in problem P2:

P2	 min Ey C2 (N, x, Y)
N,x

{ 
D—x 

EyC 2 (N, x, Y) = px + kN + r NI) N ydF(y) + (D — x).I.D1 , dF(y)
N

JD+h jp_x (Ny + x — D)dF(y) + sio N (D — x — Ny)dF(y)
N

The following expressions become more visible if we define Y(w), partial expectation of

the yield distribution, and call y its expected value:

{

Y(w) = 1:. YdF(Y)

y = f ydF(y)

Hence, we can write the first derivatives as

D—x

43C2 = k + (r — Of
o 

N ydF(y) + hipl .... x ydF(y)
ON	 N

= k + (r — sW( D — X) + h[y yr  D — x)
N	 L N )_

°C2	
i	 ri	 D—x

j= p — r r,„ dF(y) + hi co_x dF(y) — silo Isl dF(y)
ex

= p + (h — 0(1— FI D — xll sFiD  XI
■ N J1	 N J

D—x

N	 N

The cost function is convex.
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The First-Order Conditions:

Again, we cannot apply the first-order condition automatically. Each expression will be

zeroed for different ratios (D - x)/N, as follows:

D– x *	 k
(N* ,

x1 = 0 y(N*x) _ s:hh–yr

(N*,x*rO
A F(D–xs)=P+h–r

N 	 s+h–r

Policy for Problem P2:

Again, the following policy is optimal, for the same reason as in Problem 1:

t
YN2 < Yx,

YN2 > Yx2

N* = DPIN2
N * = 0

x
.
 = 0

x = D

where YN2 and Yx2 are the ratios (D - x)/N which solve the first-order condition in N and

in x in Problem 2.

Expected Value of Cost Function C2:

If YN2 < Y,,, the expected value of the cost function becomes:

j
Y 2  Dyr	 r

E y C 2 (N * , x * , Y) =  kip  + I.{ N 	 dF(y) + Di
l
 dF(y)}

YN2	 ° YN2	 YN2

(
+hail (  Dy D) dF(y) + sf

YN2
 D Dy--) dF(y)

YN2 YN2	 YN2

k+ hy
+r–h}=D {F(YN2 Xs + h – r] Y(YN2) [s + h 11+

YI•12	 YN2

Which simplifies to

E y C2 (N* , x * , Y) = DtsF(YN2 ) + (r – h)(1 – F(YN2 )))

YN2	 byk +rwhere YN2 satisfies J
o
 ydF(y) = 	

s + h – r

However, if YN2 > Yx2, the expected cost takes the simpler form:

aC 2
aN

aC 2
ax
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EyC2 (N * ,x * ,Y) = pD

The Value of Speed: lead-time of procured parts is short

The following sequence of events describes this scenario:

1. disassemble N machines
2. repair min{D, Ny) parts
3. learn yield y
4. rush order x
5. receive x
6. deliver min(D, x + Ny)
7. pay holding cost h(Ny + x - D) + + shortage cost

s(D - x - Ny)+

Cost Function C3:

In this case, the cost function has the same form as in the previous scenario.

C 3 (N, x, y) = px + kN + r min{D,Ny) + h(Ny + x – Dr + s(D – x – Ny)+

P3	 min Ey min C 3 (N, x, Y)
N	 x

Clearly, x* = (D - Ny) + solves P3. Hence, we need a policy to select the value of N that

will minimize the expected value of this cost function with respect to y, given x*.

Problem P3' identifies this policy:

P3 '	 MinEyC3(N,X*,Y)
N

D
Ey C 3 (N, x * , Y) = pfdTT (D – Ny)dF(y) + kN

D
+r NfoR ydF(y) + DP) dF(y)1 + hipi (Ny – D)dF(y)

KT	 14-

D	 D	
JD8C 3 = —pfoR ydF(y) + k + rJN ydF(y) + hp ydF(y)

aN	 0 N
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First-Order Condition and Policy for Problem P3:

Again, we have a convex cost function. The first-order condition says:

__,,(13)+k+,(D)±h[,_,-,(D)]=0
FI N)	 LN)	 N*)

	

,.._.(D 	 k+ 
Hence, y ---i-- –	

by
 defines the optimal policy for N.

	

N	 p+h–r

Expected Value of Cost Function C3:

Now, with a fixed policy for N*, the expected value of Cost Function C3 becomes:

EyC3 (N * ,'x * , Y) = pDf0Y3 (1– y/Y3 )dF(y) + k D/Y3

+rD[ rY3

	

	 ri
Jo y/Y3 dF(y) + J dF(y)1+ hDi (y/Y3 – 1)(IF(y)

Y3	 Y3

where Y3 satisfies fir3

	

	
byk

ydF(y) = +  
o	 p + h – r

The whole expression simplifies to

E yC 3 (N* , x * ,Y) = DtpF(Y3 ) + (r – 11)(1– F(Y3)))

The Value of Information: actual yield is known

This sequence of events takes in consideration that the manager makes the disassembly

and purchase decision fully informed about the actual yield. (He has to identify the

machines with repairable parts, though).

1. learn yield y
2. order x
3. disassemble N machines, identify good parts
4. repair Ny parts
5. receive x
6. deliver min(D, x + Ny)
7. pay holding cost h(Ny + x - Dr + shortage cost

s(D - x - Ny)+

demand
realization

......-	 ----,
yield

information

# machines to
disassemble

which parts
to repair

# new parts
to buy
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k r
Ey min C4 (N, x, Y) = JP-r pDdF(y) + i

i
 k 

kl3s
— dF(y)

N,x p-r Y

{= D pdF 
k ) + k ilk dF(y) dF(y)

p — r	 Jp-r y

Cost Function C4:

The cost function has the same general form as in the second and third scenarios:

C 4 (N, x, y) = px + k.N + r min{D — x, Ny} + h(Ny + x — Dr + s(D — x — Ny)+

Problem P4 tries to identify the optimal policy when the yield is known but the machines

are identified at the disassembly stage.

P4	 min C4 (N,x,y)
N,x

Policy for Problem P4:

This prolilem is solved with this simple policy:

k	 {N* =0	 k	 {N* = DA'
Y< < 	 	 *	 and y > — 

	

p—r	 x =D	 I) — r	 x =0

Expected Value of Cost Function C4:

In this case, the expected value of the cost function with respect to the yield Y is

Comparison between scenarios

We have just produced the optimal policies for each of the four scenarios proposed and

determined the expected value of the operating cost granted that the optimal policies are

observed. Now, we propose checking the performance of each of these remanufacturing

strategies under different parameters in order to identify the cost advantage of each of

these attributes (early knowledge, fast delivery and knowledge built during operation).

Table 1 discloses the values used in our experiment design. We used high and low
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Table 1 - Variable Names Symbol Values

remanufacturing costs (disassemble, repair) (k, r) (1.2, 1.4) or (2.4, 1.2)

purchase cost p 4.4 or 8

holding cost h 1

shortage cost s 10 or 15

yield distribution F(y) Uniform [0.6, 0.9]

values for shortage and purchase costs. While remanufacturing was always competitive,

we tested with repair cost lower than disassembly cost, and vice-versa. We tested the

eight possible combinations, all of them satisfying the "reasonableness" criteria. Table 2

summarizes the gains that each scenario had over the base case.

Conclusion:

Table 2 indicates the indifference values of the three attributes (information, fast delivery

from suppliers, and knowledge acquisition during operation) compared to the base case.

The early information gives a clear advantage over the other attributes. The managerial

implication is that remanufacturing industries can build a significant cost advantage by

developing an information system in the field to learn about the quality of the individual

machines before they return, to the parts recovery plant.

Summary:

We have described four scenarios corresponding to different remanufacturing strategies:

1. a base case, where the manager knows just the probability distribution of the parts

repair yield;
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Table 2 - Scenario Comparison Minimum

Gain

Average

Gain

Maximum

Gain

1. Base case (the hard way) 0% 0% 0%

2. Disassemble and inspect (the value 0% 11% 17%

of learning while working)

3. Short lead-time (the value of speed) 0% 11% 21%

4. Known Yield (the value of 17% 44% 59%

information)

2. a scenario where disassembly can be used to identify the repairable parts in the lot;

3. a scenario where the new parts can be ordered after the yield is identified;

4. a scenario where yield knowledge is known before the disassembly and procurement

decisions are made.

We identified the optimal policy for each of these scenarios and developed the expression

for the expected value of the cost function granted that the optimal policy is used in each

one of them. After examining eight different cost structures with each of these scenarios,

we conclude that the cost of operating a remanufacturing facility can be reduced when an

information system is in place to anticipate the actual yield of the used machines repair

process.
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